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this edited collection attends to the locations of memory along and about the indo pakistan and indo bangladesh borders and the complex ways in which such memories are
both allowed for and erased in the present the collection is situated at the intersection of narratives connected to memory and commemoration in order to ask how memories
have been formed and perpetuated across the imposition of these borders it explores how national boundaries both silence memories and can be subverted in important ways
through consideration of physical sites and cultural practices on both sides of the india pakistan bangladesh borders that gesture towards that which has been lost that
is the cultural whole that was the cultural regions of punjab and bengal before partition as well as broader cultural wholes across south asia across religious and
linguistic lines alongside forces that deny such connections the chapters address issues of heritage and memory through specific case studies on present day memorial
museological and commemoration practices through which sometimes competing memorial landscapes have been constructed and show how memories of past traumas and histories
become inscribed into diverse forms of cultural heritage the built landscape literature film there aren t many people in history who stand out as icons of bravery valour
and military prowess one such person whose astounding actions on the battlefield have forever altered the course of history is sardar hari singh nalwa nalwa a fighter of
outstanding talent who was born during the turbulent sikh empire came to notoriety by leading his armies to victories that would be considered as amazing even in the face
of terrible foes when we take into account the circumstances of sardar hari singh nalwa s period the importance of his accomplishments becomes even more obvious
afghanistan a nation renowned for defying foreign invasions has historically resisted the power of empires such as the british empire the soviet union and the united
states heritage conservation in postcolonial india seeks to position the conservation profession within historical theoretical and methodological frames to demonstrate
how the field has evolved in the postcolonial decades and follow its various trajectories in research education advocacy and practice split into four sections this book
covers important themes of institutional and programmatic developments in the field of conservation critical and contemporary challenges facing the profession emerging
trends in practice that seek to address contemporary challenges and sustainable solutions to conservation issues the cases featured within the book elucidate the
evolution of the heritage conservation profession clarifying the role of key players at the central state and local level and considering intangible minority colonial
modern and vernacular heritages among others this book also showcases unique strands of conservation practice in the postcolonial decades to demonstrate the range scope
and multiple avenues of development in the last seven decades an ideal read for those interested in architecture planning historic preservation urban studies and south
asian studies dit boek is een literaire studie naar zuid aziatische engelstalige fictie vanaf midden jaren vijftig tot de late jaren tachtig over de afscheiding van
pakistan en bangladesh van india oftewel de partitie het is een fascinerend verhaal over het ontstaan van een nieuw literair genre romanschrijvers van verschillende
generaties geven hun kijk op dit beslissende moment in de zuid aziatische geschiedenis in het begin beschreven zij de catastrofe later werd er meer getheoretiseerd aan de
hand van zes romans van onder andere salman rushdie laat roy zien welke factoren bepalend zijn geweest voor de grote thema s en verhaallijnen in deze romans this book is
an effort to relook into the tribal heritage of india vis a vis the contemporary issues tribal groups of india in particular face the purpose of the book is to compile
contemporary developments critiques and concerns regarding tribal world at one place for the convenience of readers the book is being divided into three parts namely 1
section a tribal administration and education 2 section b tribal identity women and way of life 3 section c tribal media and market this updated edition of teaching
global history challenges prospective and beginning social studies teachers to formulate their own views about what is important to know in global history and why this
essential text explains how to organize curriculum around broad social studies concepts and themes as well as student questions about humanity history and the
contemporary world all chapters feature lesson ideas a sample lesson plan with activity sheets primary source documents and helpful charts graphs photographs and maps
this new edition includes connections to the c3 framework updates throughout to account for the many shifts in global politics and a new chapter connecting past to
present through current events and historical studies in ways that engage students and propel civic activism offering an alternative to pre packaged textbook outlines and
materials this text is a powerful resource for promoting thoughtful reflection and debate on what the global history curriculum should be and how to teach it the blood
laden birth pangs of the indian nation state undoubtedly had a bearing on the contentious issue of group rights for cultural minorities indeed the trajectory of the
concept minority rights evolved amidst multiple conceptualizations political posturing and violent mobilizations and outbursts accommodating minority groups posed a
predicament for the fledgling nation state of post colonial india this book compares and contrasts muslim and sikh communities in pre and post partition india mapping the
evolving discourse on minority rights the author looks at the overlaps between the constitutional and the majoritarian discourse being articulated in the public sphere
and poses questions about the guaranteeing of minority rights the book suggests that through historical ruptures and breaks communities oscillate between being minorities
and nations combining archival material with ethnographic fieldwork it studies the identity groups and their vexed relationship to the ideas of nation and nationalism it
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captures meanings attributed to otherwise politically loaded concepts such as nation nation state and minority rights in the everyday world of muslims and sikhs and thus
tries to make sense of the patterns of accommodation adaptation and contestation in the life world successfully confronting and illuminating the challenge of reconciling
representation and equality both for groups and within groups this exploration of south asian nationalisms and communal relations will be of interest to academics in the
field of south asian studies in particular sociology and politics sukhmani the pearl of happiness is a popular sikh text by guru arjan which inculcates the sikh religious
ethos and philosophical perspective on wellbeing and happiness the book features a new translation of this celebrated sikh text and provides the first in depth analysis
of it the sikh view on happiness begins with an overview of the nature of suffering and the attainment of happiness in indian religions this provides the foundation for
the examination of the historical social and religious context of the sukhmani and its contribution to the development of the sikh tradition in addition to exploring the
spiritual teachings of the sukhmani nayar and sandhu draw upon the sikh understanding of the mind illness and wellbeing to both introduce key sikh psychological concepts
and illustrate the practical application of traditional healing practices in the contemporary context in doing so they highlight the overlap of the teachings in the
sukhmani with concepts and themes found in western psychotherapy such as mindfulness meaningful living and resilience this study brings together many of the resources
needed for the exploration of english historical syntax and deals with many of the important changes in english sentence structure from old english to present it also
features a survey of published research from both classical and modern linguistic traditions as well as new research by the author provides guidance on methodology
important reference materials and the general history of the english language i intended to title the book our ancestry but we have cousins and second cousins and third
cousins in canada america australia new zealand and other parts of the world the title became your ancestry make a connection and we become cousins are your ancestors
major spearpoint warman and more connect to a kent fishing community and stories of smuggling are your ancestors lamb caffrey morgan brady and more connect to the north
east and stories of legendary irish princes and the truth staff of a saint are your ancestors sharp simmons dawson austen boys and more connect to a line leading to the
kings and queens of the plantagenets connect to characters in the tv series the last kingdom alfred the great hywel dda sigtrygg sitric cáech make this your ancestry haig
patapan argues that at the heart of modernity is a new view of love that accounts for important aspects of modern politics and philosophy including its conception of
power constitutionalism and beauty by examining machiavelli s epistolary poetical and political works machiavelli in love reveals his understanding of love and its
theoretical foundations for a modern politics founded on fear this book explores the extraordinary influence of ovid upon the culture learned literary artistic and
popular of medieval europe daniel webster captured the hearts and imagination of the american people of the first half of the nineteenth century this bibliography on
webster brings together for the first time a comprehensive guide to the vast amount of literature written by and about this extraordinary man who dwarfed most of his
contemporaries this bibliography also provides references to materials on slavery the tariff banking indian affairs legal and constitutional development international
affairs western expansion and economic and political developments in general this bibliography is divided into fifteen sections and covers every aspect of webster s
distinguished career sections i and ii deal primarily with webster s writings and with those of his contemporaries sections iii through x cover the literature dealing
with his family background childhood and education his long service in the united states house of representatives and in the senate his two stints as secretary of state
and his career in law section x provides guidance in locating materials relating to his associates finally sections xi through xv provide coverage of his personal life
his death historiographical materials and iconography this fascinating study of medieval warfare examines the vital role of castles during the english civil wars of the
15th century the wars of the roses comprise one of the most fascinating periods in medieval history much has been written about the leading personalities bitter dynastic
rivalries political intrigues and the rapid change of fortune on the battlefields of england and wales however there is one aspect that has been often overlooked the role
of castles in the conflict dan spencer s original study traces the use of castles from the outbreak of civil war in the 1450s during the reign of henry vi to the triumph
of henry vii some thirty years later using a wide range of narrative architectural financial and administrative sources spencer sheds new light on the place of castles
within the conflict demonstrating their importance as strategic and logistical centers bases for marshaling troops and as fortresses this is a book about a longstanding
network of writers and writings that celebrate the aesthetic socio political scientific ecological geographical and historical value of trees and tree spaces in the
landscape and it is a study of the effect of this tree writing upon the novel form in the long nineteenth century trees in nineteenth century english fiction the
silvicultural novel identifies the picturesque thinker william gilpin as a significant influence in this literary and environmental tradition remarks on forest scenery
1791 is formed by gilpin s own observations of trees forests and his new forest home specifically but it is also the product of tree stories collected from travellers and
historians that came before him this study tracks the impact of this accumulating arboreal discourse upon nineteenth century environmental writers such as john claudius
loudon jacob george strutt william howitt and mary roberts and its influence on varied dialogues surrounding natural history agriculture landscaping deforestation and
public health building upon this concept of an ongoing silvicultural discussion the monograph examines how novelists in the realist mode engage with this discourse and
use their understanding of arboreal space and its cultural worth in order to transform their own fictional environments through their novelistic framing of single trees
clumps forests ancient woodlands and man made plantations jane austen elizabeth gaskell and thomas hardy feature as authors of particular interest collectively in their
environmental representations these novelists engage with a broad range of silvicultural conversation in their writing of space at the beginning middle and end of the
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nineteenth century this book will be of great interest to students researchers and academics working in the environmental humanities long nineteenth century literature
nature writing and environmental literature environmental history ecocriticism and literature and science scholarship the tragic story of anne boleyn has been retold over
the centuries yet two key figures in anne s life her father thomas and brother george are often relegated to the margins of henry viii s turbulent reign well before anne
s coronation in 1533 thomas was regarded as one of henry s most skilled and experienced ambassadors and george was a talented young courtier on the rise but anne s
downfall was to have a devastating effect on her family ultimately costing her and her brother their lives a family whose success and prestige had been shaped over
generations was destroyed in a violent and brutal episode as the king sought a new wife and a male heir in this first biography devoted to the boleyn men lauren mackay
takes us beyond the stereotypes of thomas and george to present a story that has almost been lost to history this book follows the boleyn men as they negotiated their way
through the ruthless game of politics among the wolves of the court and establishes their place in tudor history this handbook details best practices and discusses
ongoing challenges in assessment and diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder asd chapters address assessment and diagnostic protocols developmental considerations in asd
assessment and issues concerning comorbid psychological and medical conditions various aspects of the disorder are emphasized throughout the handbook from assessment in
adolescent and adult populations to the latest findings in neuropsychology the book concludes with future directions for research and clinical applications focusing on
universal screening improved assessment methods and earlier and more accurate diagnosis topics featured in this handbook include types of asd assessment report writing
for asd evaluations stress and satisfaction in the diagnostic process clinical and neuropsychological perspectives from comorbid diagnosis of asd and adhd executive
functions in asd the handbook of assessment and diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder is an essential reference for researchers clinicians professionals and graduate
students in clinical child and school psychology child and adolescent psychiatry and social work as well as rehabilitation medicine therapy behavioral therapy pediatrics
and educational psychology



Partition and the Practice of Memory 2017-12-05
this edited collection attends to the locations of memory along and about the indo pakistan and indo bangladesh borders and the complex ways in which such memories are
both allowed for and erased in the present the collection is situated at the intersection of narratives connected to memory and commemoration in order to ask how memories
have been formed and perpetuated across the imposition of these borders it explores how national boundaries both silence memories and can be subverted in important ways
through consideration of physical sites and cultural practices on both sides of the india pakistan bangladesh borders that gesture towards that which has been lost that
is the cultural whole that was the cultural regions of punjab and bengal before partition as well as broader cultural wholes across south asia across religious and
linguistic lines alongside forces that deny such connections the chapters address issues of heritage and memory through specific case studies on present day memorial
museological and commemoration practices through which sometimes competing memorial landscapes have been constructed and show how memories of past traumas and histories
become inscribed into diverse forms of cultural heritage the built landscape literature film

Sardar Hari Singh Nalwa 2023-08-22
there aren t many people in history who stand out as icons of bravery valour and military prowess one such person whose astounding actions on the battlefield have forever
altered the course of history is sardar hari singh nalwa nalwa a fighter of outstanding talent who was born during the turbulent sikh empire came to notoriety by leading
his armies to victories that would be considered as amazing even in the face of terrible foes when we take into account the circumstances of sardar hari singh nalwa s
period the importance of his accomplishments becomes even more obvious afghanistan a nation renowned for defying foreign invasions has historically resisted the power of
empires such as the british empire the soviet union and the united states

Heritage Conservation in Postcolonial India 2020-12-29
heritage conservation in postcolonial india seeks to position the conservation profession within historical theoretical and methodological frames to demonstrate how the
field has evolved in the postcolonial decades and follow its various trajectories in research education advocacy and practice split into four sections this book covers
important themes of institutional and programmatic developments in the field of conservation critical and contemporary challenges facing the profession emerging trends in
practice that seek to address contemporary challenges and sustainable solutions to conservation issues the cases featured within the book elucidate the evolution of the
heritage conservation profession clarifying the role of key players at the central state and local level and considering intangible minority colonial modern and
vernacular heritages among others this book also showcases unique strands of conservation practice in the postcolonial decades to demonstrate the range scope and multiple
avenues of development in the last seven decades an ideal read for those interested in architecture planning historic preservation urban studies and south asian studies

South Asian Partition Fiction in English 2010
dit boek is een literaire studie naar zuid aziatische engelstalige fictie vanaf midden jaren vijftig tot de late jaren tachtig over de afscheiding van pakistan en
bangladesh van india oftewel de partitie het is een fascinerend verhaal over het ontstaan van een nieuw literair genre romanschrijvers van verschillende generaties geven
hun kijk op dit beslissende moment in de zuid aziatische geschiedenis in het begin beschreven zij de catastrofe later werd er meer getheoretiseerd aan de hand van zes
romans van onder andere salman rushdie laat roy zien welke factoren bepalend zijn geweest voor de grote thema s en verhaallijnen in deze romans

Revisiting Tribal Heritage and Contemporary Issues (volume 1) 2023-03-21
this book is an effort to relook into the tribal heritage of india vis a vis the contemporary issues tribal groups of india in particular face the purpose of the book is
to compile contemporary developments critiques and concerns regarding tribal world at one place for the convenience of readers the book is being divided into three parts
namely 1 section a tribal administration and education 2 section b tribal identity women and way of life 3 section c tribal media and market



Teaching Global History 2019-10-28
this updated edition of teaching global history challenges prospective and beginning social studies teachers to formulate their own views about what is important to know
in global history and why this essential text explains how to organize curriculum around broad social studies concepts and themes as well as student questions about
humanity history and the contemporary world all chapters feature lesson ideas a sample lesson plan with activity sheets primary source documents and helpful charts graphs
photographs and maps this new edition includes connections to the c3 framework updates throughout to account for the many shifts in global politics and a new chapter
connecting past to present through current events and historical studies in ways that engage students and propel civic activism offering an alternative to pre packaged
textbook outlines and materials this text is a powerful resource for promoting thoughtful reflection and debate on what the global history curriculum should be and how to
teach it

Nation-state and Minority Rights in India 2014-08-01
the blood laden birth pangs of the indian nation state undoubtedly had a bearing on the contentious issue of group rights for cultural minorities indeed the trajectory of
the concept minority rights evolved amidst multiple conceptualizations political posturing and violent mobilizations and outbursts accommodating minority groups posed a
predicament for the fledgling nation state of post colonial india this book compares and contrasts muslim and sikh communities in pre and post partition india mapping the
evolving discourse on minority rights the author looks at the overlaps between the constitutional and the majoritarian discourse being articulated in the public sphere
and poses questions about the guaranteeing of minority rights the book suggests that through historical ruptures and breaks communities oscillate between being minorities
and nations combining archival material with ethnographic fieldwork it studies the identity groups and their vexed relationship to the ideas of nation and nationalism it
captures meanings attributed to otherwise politically loaded concepts such as nation nation state and minority rights in the everyday world of muslims and sikhs and thus
tries to make sense of the patterns of accommodation adaptation and contestation in the life world successfully confronting and illuminating the challenge of reconciling
representation and equality both for groups and within groups this exploration of south asian nationalisms and communal relations will be of interest to academics in the
field of south asian studies in particular sociology and politics

The Sikh View on Happiness 2020-04-16
sukhmani the pearl of happiness is a popular sikh text by guru arjan which inculcates the sikh religious ethos and philosophical perspective on wellbeing and happiness
the book features a new translation of this celebrated sikh text and provides the first in depth analysis of it the sikh view on happiness begins with an overview of the
nature of suffering and the attainment of happiness in indian religions this provides the foundation for the examination of the historical social and religious context of
the sukhmani and its contribution to the development of the sikh tradition in addition to exploring the spiritual teachings of the sukhmani nayar and sandhu draw upon the
sikh understanding of the mind illness and wellbeing to both introduce key sikh psychological concepts and illustrate the practical application of traditional healing
practices in the contemporary context in doing so they highlight the overlap of the teachings in the sukhmani with concepts and themes found in western psychotherapy such
as mindfulness meaningful living and resilience

Sikhism 2012
this study brings together many of the resources needed for the exploration of english historical syntax and deals with many of the important changes in english sentence
structure from old english to present it also features a survey of published research from both classical and modern linguistic traditions as well as new research by the
author provides guidance on methodology important reference materials and the general history of the english language

Tantra im Westen 1852
i intended to title the book our ancestry but we have cousins and second cousins and third cousins in canada america australia new zealand and other parts of the world



the title became your ancestry make a connection and we become cousins are your ancestors major spearpoint warman and more connect to a kent fishing community and stories
of smuggling are your ancestors lamb caffrey morgan brady and more connect to the north east and stories of legendary irish princes and the truth staff of a saint are
your ancestors sharp simmons dawson austen boys and more connect to a line leading to the kings and queens of the plantagenets connect to characters in the tv series the
last kingdom alfred the great hywel dda sigtrygg sitric cáech make this your ancestry

The British Gazetteer, Political, Commercial, Ecclesiastical, and Historical 1871
haig patapan argues that at the heart of modernity is a new view of love that accounts for important aspects of modern politics and philosophy including its conception of
power constitutionalism and beauty by examining machiavelli s epistolary poetical and political works machiavelli in love reveals his understanding of love and its
theoretical foundations for a modern politics founded on fear

Notes and Queries 2014-06-11
this book explores the extraordinary influence of ovid upon the culture learned literary artistic and popular of medieval europe

English Historical Syntax 2022-07-01
daniel webster captured the hearts and imagination of the american people of the first half of the nineteenth century this bibliography on webster brings together for the
first time a comprehensive guide to the vast amount of literature written by and about this extraordinary man who dwarfed most of his contemporaries this bibliography
also provides references to materials on slavery the tariff banking indian affairs legal and constitutional development international affairs western expansion and
economic and political developments in general this bibliography is divided into fifteen sections and covers every aspect of webster s distinguished career sections i and
ii deal primarily with webster s writings and with those of his contemporaries sections iii through x cover the literature dealing with his family background childhood
and education his long service in the united states house of representatives and in the senate his two stints as secretary of state and his career in law section x
provides guidance in locating materials relating to his associates finally sections xi through xv provide coverage of his personal life his death historiographical
materials and iconography

Your Ancestry 1867
this fascinating study of medieval warfare examines the vital role of castles during the english civil wars of the 15th century the wars of the roses comprise one of the
most fascinating periods in medieval history much has been written about the leading personalities bitter dynastic rivalries political intrigues and the rapid change of
fortune on the battlefields of england and wales however there is one aspect that has been often overlooked the role of castles in the conflict dan spencer s original
study traces the use of castles from the outbreak of civil war in the 1450s during the reign of henry vi to the triumph of henry vii some thirty years later using a wide
range of narrative architectural financial and administrative sources spencer sheds new light on the place of castles within the conflict demonstrating their importance
as strategic and logistical centers bases for marshaling troops and as fortresses

Parliamentary Papers 1867
this is a book about a longstanding network of writers and writings that celebrate the aesthetic socio political scientific ecological geographical and historical value
of trees and tree spaces in the landscape and it is a study of the effect of this tree writing upon the novel form in the long nineteenth century trees in nineteenth
century english fiction the silvicultural novel identifies the picturesque thinker william gilpin as a significant influence in this literary and environmental tradition
remarks on forest scenery 1791 is formed by gilpin s own observations of trees forests and his new forest home specifically but it is also the product of tree stories
collected from travellers and historians that came before him this study tracks the impact of this accumulating arboreal discourse upon nineteenth century environmental



writers such as john claudius loudon jacob george strutt william howitt and mary roberts and its influence on varied dialogues surrounding natural history agriculture
landscaping deforestation and public health building upon this concept of an ongoing silvicultural discussion the monograph examines how novelists in the realist mode
engage with this discourse and use their understanding of arboreal space and its cultural worth in order to transform their own fictional environments through their
novelistic framing of single trees clumps forests ancient woodlands and man made plantations jane austen elizabeth gaskell and thomas hardy feature as authors of
particular interest collectively in their environmental representations these novelists engage with a broad range of silvicultural conversation in their writing of space
at the beginning middle and end of the nineteenth century this book will be of great interest to students researchers and academics working in the environmental
humanities long nineteenth century literature nature writing and environmental literature environmental history ecocriticism and literature and science scholarship

Reports from Committees 1858
the tragic story of anne boleyn has been retold over the centuries yet two key figures in anne s life her father thomas and brother george are often relegated to the
margins of henry viii s turbulent reign well before anne s coronation in 1533 thomas was regarded as one of henry s most skilled and experienced ambassadors and george
was a talented young courtier on the rise but anne s downfall was to have a devastating effect on her family ultimately costing her and her brother their lives a family
whose success and prestige had been shaped over generations was destroyed in a violent and brutal episode as the king sought a new wife and a male heir in this first
biography devoted to the boleyn men lauren mackay takes us beyond the stereotypes of thomas and george to present a story that has almost been lost to history this book
follows the boleyn men as they negotiated their way through the ruthless game of politics among the wolves of the court and establishes their place in tudor history

Catalogue of the City School Library, Lowell, Mass 2006
this handbook details best practices and discusses ongoing challenges in assessment and diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder asd chapters address assessment and
diagnostic protocols developmental considerations in asd assessment and issues concerning comorbid psychological and medical conditions various aspects of the disorder
are emphasized throughout the handbook from assessment in adolescent and adult populations to the latest findings in neuropsychology the book concludes with future
directions for research and clinical applications focusing on universal screening improved assessment methods and earlier and more accurate diagnosis topics featured in
this handbook include types of asd assessment report writing for asd evaluations stress and satisfaction in the diagnostic process clinical and neuropsychological
perspectives from comorbid diagnosis of asd and adhd executive functions in asd the handbook of assessment and diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder is an essential
reference for researchers clinicians professionals and graduate students in clinical child and school psychology child and adolescent psychiatry and social work as well
as rehabilitation medicine therapy behavioral therapy pediatrics and educational psychology

Machiavelli in Love 1869

Catalogue of the Library of Congress 1869

The Catalogue of the Public Library of Victoria: P to Z and addenda 1869

Catalogue of the Library of Congress ; Index of Subjects, in Two Volumes 2011-07-28



Ovid in the Middle Ages 1869

Debrett's Illustrated Peerage and Titles of Courtesy of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland 1976

Late-medieval England, 1377-1485 1979

Dictionary Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York Public Library, 1911-1971 2005

American Book Publishing Record 1853

The British Catalogue of Books, Published from October 1837 to December 1852: Classification and index 1839

Journal of the House of Assembly of Upper Canada 1848

The parliamentary gazetteer of England and Wales, adapted to the new poor-law, franchise, municipal and
ecclesiastical arrangements, and compiled with a special reference to the lines of railroad and canal
communication as existing in 1845-6 1851

The Parliamentary Gazetteer of England and Wales 2005-03-30

Daniel Webster 1890

Kenkyusha's New School Dictionary 2020-12-02

The Castle in the Wars of the Roses 1888



Debrett's Peerage, Baronetage, Knightage, and Companionage 1866

The Great Events of Great Britain. A Chronological Record of Its History from the Roman Invasion to MDCCCLXVI.
Edited by S. N. ... With Introductory Sketch by Sir E. S. Creasy, Etc 2021-03-29

Trees in Nineteenth-Century English Fiction 2018-09-30

Among the Wolves of Court 1840

The parliamentary gazetteer of England and Wales. 4 vols. [bound in 12 pt. with suppl.]. 2016-02-04

Handbook of Assessment and Diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder 1848

The parliamentary gazetteer of England and Wales.4 vols
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